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SANSKRITI – PRABHA DUTT FELLOWSHIP IN JOURNALISM  

ACADEMIC SESSION - 2019-20  

Sanskriti Prabha Dutt Fellowship has been instituted to encourage young mid- career women journalists to develop their potential in research and investigation on any topic of contemporary relevance.

**Eligibility, Terms and Conditions of Fellowship:-**  
The applicant must:-

- be a women Indian National in the age group of 25 to 40,
- be a print journalist and should have a significant number of published articles in a renowned publication.
- create her C.V. with description of her chosen project in about 250 to 300 words in Hindi, English or any other regional languages,
- submit application alongwith required details and documents including her postal address ,contact details with telephone and Email-Id, etc. and send it via email at fellowships@sanskritifoundation.org or post at Sanskriti Foundation C-11, Qutab Institutional Area, New Delhi -110016. The applications are accepted round the year for the next year’s fellowship.

**Award of fellowship and Agreement:-**

Selected candidate will be granted an amount of Rs. One lakh only (Rs. 1, 00,000/-) including travel expenses in two phases and shall be valid for only Ten (10) months. A progress report in required to be submitted within 4 months of the project. The applicant will be required to sign an agreement with ‘Sanskriti Pratishthan’ pertaining to regular flow of work during the fellowship period. Candidate will not receive any other fellowship during the period or must not be working on any other project at the same time.

Students are advised to go through the instructions of the said scheme available on concerned website. Please ensure that all mandatory documents are available as per requirement of the scheme before submitting the application.
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